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A biological macromolecule’s function is determined by

the chemical and physical characteristics of its three-

dimensional (3D) shape, or ‘structure’. For this reason,

knowing the structure of a biomolecule is very helpful if

we want to be able to understand living systems and dis-

ease. The Protein Data Bank (PDB) began as an archive of

the structural data available about biological macro-

molecules. The advances made in all technologies have

been mirrored in further development of the PDB and in

the structural speciality and structural characteristic

databases that have also evolved. New resource portals

such as the Protein Structure Initiative (PSI) Structural

Biology Knowledgebase (SBKB) also collect all available

genomic, structural, and functional information together

to reduce the time needed to obtain the latest infor-

mation on structurally determined proteins. This article

will describe selected structural databases and resources

available to the public today.

Historical Background

In 1957, the first structure of a biological macromolecule
(myoglobin) was determined (Kendrew et al., 1958). This
was followed by the determinations of several more key
molecules, including haemoglobin (Perutz et al., 1960),
lysozyme (Blake et al., 1965) and ribonuclease (Kartha
et al., 1967; Wyckoff et al., 1967). In 1971, small-molecule
and protein crystallographers from both sides of the
Atlantic agreed to establish a data bank of the protein

structures being determined. Its mission would be to col-
lect, archive and disseminate data on the three-dimensional
structures of biological macromolecules. Walter Hamilton
of the Brookhaven National Laboratory and Olga Ken-
nard of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) col-
laborated to manage the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
resource (1971). Hamilton’s interest was borne from his
work on the high-resolution determination of amino acid
crystal structures and from his visionary idea of setting up
distributed computing resources whereby every crystal-
lographer would have a graphics workstation on his/her
desk with full network access to powerful high-speed
computers. Kennard had founded the CSD in 1965
to create a database of organic and metal-organic com-
pounds studied by X-ray and neutron diffraction, and was
well experienced in managing structural data. See also:
Crystallisation of Nucleic Acids; Crystallization of Pro-
teins and Protein–Ligand Complexes
The PDB contained less than a dozen structures at its

inception, with a fewmore structures added each year. The
structures themselves were relatively small. The PDB file
format was simple, and it was relatively easy to extract the
structures frommagnetic tape to find out what you wanted
to know about any particular molecule.
In the 1980s, improvements in the technology required to

study crystal structures began to evolve rapidly.Now, three
decades later, modern molecular biology techniques have
made it much more straightforward to obtain large quan-
tities of proteins. Crystallisation methods have emerged
that allow investigators to screenmanydifferent conditions
using exceedingly small amounts of material. Data col-
lection methods have improved at all levels. The lifetimes
of crystals are routinely extended by flash freezing. The
radiation sources are much more intense, especially
with the emergence of powerful synchrotron beamlines.
Detectors aremuchmore sensitive and allow the very rapid
collection of arrays of reflections. Methods for phase
determination and refinement have improved. Indeed,
crystallography is part of the armament of techniques that
is readily accessible to biologists.
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As crystallographic methods continue to improve, other
structure determinationmethods have come of age.Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), which allows the determin-
ation of structures in solution, is currently responsible for
approximately 12% of the structures released in the PDB.
See also: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectros-
copy: Structure Determination of Proteins and Nucleic
Acids

Developments in electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM)
have proven useful in the determination of very large
assemblies such as membrane-bound receptors and pores,
cellular enzyme complexes (e.g. ribosomes, chaperonins
and synthases), and both polyhedral and complex viruses.
As of June 2012, there are over 400 cryo-EM structures in
the PDB. See also: Electron Cryomicroscopy and Three-
dimensional Computer Reconstruction of Biological
Molecules

The structural genomics initiative, which began in 2000,
has determined over 10000 structures (14% of the PDB) in
a high-throughput mode. Thus, the PDB holdings will
continue to grow (Figure1).See also: Structural Proteomics:
Large-scale Studies

The level of activity in structural biology has made it
essential that the PDBuse themostmodern technologies to
collect, archive and disseminate data. The PDB is an
archival repository, which contains coordinates and
experimental data for biological macromolecules deter-
mined using public funds as well as many from the private
sector. It is managed by the four members of the world-
wide Protein Data Bank consortium (wwPDB), which

work together to ensure data standardisation (Berman
et al., 2003). The PDB archive also contains information
about the methods and materials used to determine those
structures. Other databases have emerged (Table 1) that
extract some of the information contained in the PDB and
organise that information in different ways so as to enable
different types of query. These are value-added databases,
which serve the needs of particular users. In this article we
describe the PDB and some of these other structural
databases. The web addresses for all data resources men-
tioned in this article can also be found in Table 1.

The worldwide Protein Data Bank

The Protein Data Bank is the primary international
repository for 3D coordinates of biological macro-
molecules such as proteins, nucleic acids, and their binding
partners/ligands when present. It currently holds over
82000 entries and is managed by the four members of the
worldwide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB) consortium: the
Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics
(RCSB, USA) (Berman et al., 2000), Protein Data Bank in
Europe (PDBe, UK) (Velankar et al., 2012), Protein Data
Bank in Japan (PDBj, Japan) (Kinjo et al., 2012), and the
BioMagResBank (BMRB,USA) (Ulrich et al., 2008). Each
week, the wwPDB releases data that have been fully
checked, annotated, and approved by the depositors for
release into the PDBFTP archive. The current distribution
of structures in the PDB is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 1 Growth of the contents of the Protein Data Bank (as of May 2012). The number of structures deposited each year is shown in grey, the total

number of structures available in black. 2012 values are projected deposited/total values based on deposition trends up to May 2012. This chart is regularly

updated at http://www.rcsb.org
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Structural Data Collected by the
wwPDB

The PDB archive contains entries containing the three-
dimensional Cartesian coordinates of resolved atoms in a
biomolecule, along with the experimental details of its
structure determination such as the crystal conditions or
NMR solution. Related experimental data, which is now

required upon deposition, include structure factors from
X-ray experiments and chemical shifts and constraints
derived from NMR experiments. Additional quantitative
data related to NMR experiments are housed at the
BMRB. The EMData Bank (EMDB), the primary archive
for experimentally determined maps obtained using three-
dimensional electronmicroscopymethods, joined the PDB
archive in March 2012 to provide EM maps and models
from the same archive (Lawson et al., 2011).

Table 1 Selected database resources for macromolecular structure mentioned in this review

Repository for 3D biological macromolecule structures

Protein Data Bank macromolecular structures FTP

archive

http://www.wwpdb.org

Structural databases

RCSB PDB (Berman et al., 2000) macromolecular structure

deposition, search, and analysis tools

(USA)

http://www.rcsb.org

PDBe (Velankar et al., 2012) macromolecular structure

deposition, search, and analysis tools

(Europe)

http://www.pdbe.org

PDBj (Kinjo et al., 2012) macromolecular structure

deposition, search, and analysis tools

(Japan)

http://www.pdbj.org

BMRB (Ulrich et al., 2008) NMRdata set deposition, search, and

validation tools

http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu

EMDataBank (Lawson et al., 2011) Cryo-EM data deposition, search,

and analysis tools

http://www.emdatabank.org

Nucleic Acid Database (Berman

et al., 2002)

nucleic acid structure search and

analysis tools

http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu

CSD (Allen et al., 1979) small molecule structure database http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk

Membrane Proteins of Known

Structure (White, 2004)

membrane protein structure search

and annotation

http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/

mpstruc/listAll/list

Structural characteristic databases

CATH (Cuff et al., 2009) structural classification http://www.cathdb.info

SCOP (Andreeva et al., 2004) structural classification http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

scop/

PDBeFold (SSM) (Krissinel and

Henrick, 2004)

structural classification http://pdbe.org/fold

PDBSum (Laskowski et al., 1997) structural annotation and analysis http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/

pdbsum/

Gene3D (Lees et al., 2012) structural alignment and annotation http://gene3d.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/

Gene3D/

SUPERFAMILY (Wilson et al.,

2007)

structural alignment and annotation http://supfam.cs.bris.ac.uk/

SUPERFAMILY/

HSSP (Dodge et al., 1998) structure comparison, search, and

analysis

http://swift.cmbi.ru.nl/gv/hssp/

Specialty databases

PDBePISA (Krissinel and Henrick,

2007)

intermolecular interactions and

quaternary structure

http://pdbe.org/pisa

Dictionary of Interfaces in Proteins

(DIP) (Salwinski et al., 2004)

protein–protein interactions http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/

DisProt (Sickmeier et al., 2007) disordered protein database http://www.disport.org

Protein CircularDichroismDatabase

(Whitmore et al., 2011)

data repository for circular dichroism

experiments

http://pcddb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/

home.php
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The deposited atomic data undergoes validation, which is
the process of evaluating how well the fitted and refined
model fits the experimental data. The covalent bond dis-
tances and angles, stereochemical validation, close contacts,
ligand and atom nomenclature, sequence comparison, dis-
tant waters, and overall geometry are compared to accepted
community standards, and authors are informed of any
inconsistencies. The entries are then annotated with infor-
mation related to the validation of the entry.

Structural Databases

AlthoughwwPDBmembers collaborate as data deposition
and annotation centres, each site develops unique
resources to access and analyse the data in the archive.

The RCSB PDB website can be used to perform simple
and advanced searches based on annotations relating to
sequence, structure and function, and tovisualise, download,
andanalysePDBdata (Rose et al., 2011).Data fromexternal
resources is incorporated with PDB data through links and
clearly marked web page widgets. New features are added
regularly; recent additions include the ability to tour thePDB
archive by exploring the distributions of data across signifi-
cant categories (organism, taxonomy, polymer type, etc.),
and an improved top bar searchmechanism tofind entries by
moleculename.TheRCSBPDBoffers educational resources
through the ‘PDB-101’ online portal, such asMolecule of the
Month columns that are aimed at promoting a structural
view of biology for students of all ages. Users personalise
their RCSB PDB usage by creating a free ‘myPDB’ account.
This feature not only saves viewing preferences and personal
notes, but also will automatically send emails if newly
released structures match any saved searches.

The PDBe site extends its search capabilities with many
structural analysis and search tools. Upon entering a PDB
ID of interest, it gives ‘one-click access’ to the structural

entry in PDBeAtlas (Velankar et al., 2012), the ability to
download files, predict protein interfaces and quaternary
assembly of the protein (PDBePISA) (Krissinel and
Henrick, 2007), find similarly folded structures (PDBe-
Fold/SSM) (Krissinel and Henrick, 2004), or find certain
structural motifs or binding sites within each structural
chain (PdbeMotif) (Golovin and Henrick, 2009). An edu-
cational section called ‘PDB Quips’ also highlights inter-
esting protein structures.
PDBj has also developed unique tools for searching and

visualising PDBentries (Kinjo et al., 2012).Yorodumi is an
interactive viewer that can visualise data from the PDB as
well as EM Data Bank archives; EM Navigator help
visualise EM volume data. It has also built tools for
bioinformaticists and, in collaboration with the RCSB
PDB group, has developed an eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage (XML) version of the PDB archive (PDBML)
(Westbrook et al., 2005) and an extended version
(PDBMLplus) with additional curated annotations which
can be searched using the application PDBjMine. It is also
the only member site that supports browsing in additional
languages such as Japanese, simplified/traditional Chinese,
and Korean.
BMRB joined the wwPDB in 2006. It is a repository that

collects data measured from any NMR experiment, not
only those related to structure determination. It contains
experimental data such as the assigned chemical shifts,
coupling constants; peak lists for a variety of biological
macromolecules (even small ones excluded from the PDB),
as well as derived data such as hydrogen exchange rates,
pKa values, and relaxation parameters that explain real-
time biochemical processes. BMRB also collects the NMR
restraints for PDB entries, time domain spectral data, and
NMR data on hundreds of metabolites and standard
compounds (Ulrich et al., 2008).
Additional structural databases exist that focus on spe-

cific subsets of the PDBarchive. TheNucleicAcidDatabase

Table 2 Summary of different types of biological macromolecule structures in the Protein Data Bank (as of 15 May 2012)

Experimental

methods

Proteins, peptides

and viruses Nucleic acids

Protein–nucleic acid

complexes Othera Total

X-ray 67466 1365 3409 2 72242

NMR 8276 988 186 7 9457

ElectronMicroscopy 293 22 120 0 435

Hybridb 44 3 2 1 50

Otherc 141 4 5 13 163

Total 76220 2382 3722 23 82347

aOther biomolecules in the archive include legacy peptide-based polymers.
bHybrid refers to structures that were solved using more than one determination method.
cOther methods include neutron diffraction, fiber diffraction and neutron scattering.

Figure 2 Example of a structure query using the Structural Biology Knowledgebase. Users can search the SBKB by protein or DNA sequence, by Protein Data

Bank (PDB) ID, UniProt Accession Code (AC) or by text. Red links direct users to the primary data resources. (Top) The summary of search results includes

matching structures, theoretical models, structure determination targets, protocols, and available DNA clones from the PSI Materials Repository. (Middle) the

Structures tab organises the links to primary data resources. (Bottom) The SBKB’s annotation notebook will provide available links to over 150 key biological

databases; biological categories in the right-hand tabs that have no existing annotations are greyed out.
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focuses on the structures of nucleic acids polymers. In
addition to search functionality, the site contains tools for
visualisation, for predictingprotein–DNAinteractions, and
motif-based searches for similar structures (Berman et al.,
2002). EMDataBank is a global deposition and retrieval
network for cryoEMmap, model and associated metadata,
as well as a portal for software tools for standardized map
format conversion, map, segmentation and model assess-
ment, visualisation, and data integration (Lawson et al.,
2011). The Membrane Proteins of Known Structures data-
base (MPStruc) annotates entries with tertiary structure
informationalongwith their orientationandassembly in the
membrane (White, 2004).

Structural Characteristic Databases

Although the focus of many structural databases begins
with individual structures, some databases organise their
data according to tertiary structural characteristics. SCOP
(a Structural Classification of Proteins) classifies each
structure in the PDB according to ‘family’, ‘superfamily’,
‘common fold’ and ‘class’ (Andreeva et al., 2004). Families
are classified according to their sequence similarities.
Families with similar structure and function belong to the
same superfamily. Families and superfamilies with the
same arrangement of secondary structures, which are
connectedwith one another in the sameway, have the same
common fold. Class refers to the types of secondary
structures (all alpha helix, all beta sheet, alpha–beta, etc.).
SCOP was one of the earliest databases that attempted to
integrate sequence, structure and function information; it
continues to be a major resource in structural biology.

CATH provides another classification scheme based on
class (C), architecture (A), topology (T) and homologous
superfamilies (H) (Cuff et al., 2009). Class defines the sec-
ondary structure content as in SCOP. Architecture defines
the description of the arrangement of these secondary
structures without consideration of the connectivities.
Topology is equivalent to fold in SCOP. Finally, homolo-
gous superfamilies contain all folds with a similar function.
CATH has a systematic classification system for all struc-
tures analogous to the EC classification for enzyme func-
tion. The type of research possible with this database is
exemplified by an analysis of all enzymes in which it was
shown that the topology of enzymes is more related to the
ligands that bind to them rather than the enzyme EC class
(Martin et al., 1998).

Information such as those organised in CATH and
SCOPare being used to close the sequence-structure gap by
looking for relationships between comparable structures.
HSSP (Homology-derived structures of proteins) provides
a list of sequence homologues for each entry in the PDB,
with the sequences aligned to the PDB protein (Dodge
et al., 1998). SUPERFAMILY, part of the SCOP family of
databases, organises structures into evolutionarily related
groups to promote the annotation of under-characterized
proteins (Wilson et al., 2007). Gene3D, part of the CATH

family of databases, plays a similar role in assigningCATH
domains to gene products of unknown structure (Lees
et al., 2012).

Speciality Databases

Knowing the structure of a protein alone is not enough; one
must also know how itmight interact with its environment.
The PDBePISA tool can be used to determine the quater-
nary assembly of macromolecules derived from calcula-
tions made upon the molecule’s surface or observed
interfaces. TheDictionary of Interfaces in Proteins (DIP) is
a data bank of complementary molecular surface patches
and is meant to enable molecular recognition research
(Salwinski et al., 2004). TheGlobal Protein Surface Survey
(GPSS) analyses surfaces to create 3D surface libraries and
for protein surface comparison (Binkowski, 2009).
A large number of databases have also been created

which allow for a structural view of specific biological
processes. A comprehensive list of speciality structural
databases ismaintained byNucleic Acids Research for their
annual ‘Databases’ special issue. The open access cata-
logue can be found at http://www.oxfordjournals.org/nar/
database/cat/4.
A protein’s shape, stability or solubility might not be

conducive to current structure determination methods; so
several databases collect additional biophysical or calcu-
lated structure evidence. Protein Circular Dichroism (CD)
Data Bank holds CD spectra with secondary structure
information for nearly 300 proteins, both structurally
determined (for reference purposes) and those not struc-
turally determined (Whitmore et al., 2011). DisProt is the
key data resource that collects provides information about
proteins that lack fixed 3D structure in their putatively
native states (Sickmeier et al., 2007).

A Portal to Combined Structural
Information

As the number of publicly available structural resources
grows, the need to be able to combine this information
effectively becomes more of a challenge for researchers.
For this reason, the Structural Biology Knowledgebase
(SBKB) was designed as a portal to integrate information
about structurallydeterminedproteins (or those targeted for
structure determination) from many resources in order to
enable new knowledge (Gabanyi et al., 2011). When
searching the SBKB by a protein’s amino acid sequence, the
SBKB runs a BLAST search and returns matching and
homologous structures from the PDB, relevant theoretical
models from the Protein Model Portal, and biological
descriptions (annotations) from over 150 genomics, struc-
tural, and function-related databases that hold information
about the protein of interest. Since the SBKB
is created as a part of the Protein Structure Initiative

Structural Databases of Biological Macromolecules
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programme, it will also return progress on similar proteins
targeted for structural determination, including histories
and protocols for protein production and structure deter-
mination from TargetTrack, and deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) plasmid availability from the PSI Materials
Repository (Cormier et al., 2012). Searches by plain text will
find related structures and annotations, related research and
technical highlights from theNature PublishingGroup, and
reports and articles within the PSI Technology (Gifford
et al., 2012) and PSI Publication Portals.

TheSBKBhas beendesigned so that both thenovice user
and the advanced structural biologist can gain insight from
structural data and analysis tools. Searches are started by
entering a query into the search box on the SBKB home-
page (Figure 2). SBKB uses simple-to-use molecular visu-
alisation tools (Martz, 2009) with the list of returned
structure matches which can graphically render the bio-
molecule in several biologically relevant styles. Continuing
with the structure results, a yellow sticky note lists the
categories for which additional biological annotations
exists; clicking on the Protein Structure heading will pro-
vide details of the structure, as well as links to the structure
summary pages of all 3 wwPDB sites (4 if NMR structure),
additional derived protein summary resources, structure
classification databases, and experimental details for the
structure determination.

A unique feature of the SBKB is its inclusion of theore-
tical comparativemodelswhich canbeuseful in the absence
of an experimental structure. The Protein Model Portal
(Bordoli and Schwede, 2012) provides centralized access to
over 22 million theoretical models for nearly 4 million
UniProt sequences from Swiss-Model Repository (Kiefer
et al., 2009),MODBASE (Pieper et al., 2009), and 6Protein
Structure Initiative centres. It also provides real-time cal-
culation of new comparative models using the services
of 5 modelling groups: MODELLER (Eswar et al., 2008),
M4T (Rykunov et al., 2009), I-Tasser (Roy et al., 2010),
Swiss-Model, and HHPred (Hildebrand et al., 2009).

Challenges for the Structural
Community

The PDB is now much more than a repository of coord-
inate data. To make this resource even more useful, all the
files need to be represented consistently and accurately
across the archive. The same technologies that have con-
tributed to the dramatic increases of data in the PDB also
push the ways in which PDB data are represented. Regular
reviews across the data help to identify areas where data
needs to be remediated for improved representation in the
archive (Henrick et al., 2008; Lawson et al., 2008). It is also
important for the wwPDB to be able to review the quality
of the data in the archive.Method-specific task forces have
been convened by the wwPDB to develop consensus on
what types of validation and validation software should be
used to review PDB data. Recommendations have been

published by the X-ray Validation Task Force (Read et al.,
2011) along with a first report from the Electron Micro-
scopyTaskForce (Henderson et al., 2012). Additional task
force meetings and reports will be published.
The goal of being able to relate structure to function will

be facilitated by different types of database efforts. Data-
bases that assemble information about particular protein
families will be one avenue that will provide this infor-
mation. In these databases the coverage is very narrow and
deep, so that a truly full understanding of a single class of
proteins with known function is possible. The lessons
learned from these types of resources will perhaps allow us
to develop some general principles about the relationships
of structure and function.
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